BeArt-Presets product photography presets for Lightroom
Reviewed and evaluated by Robert A F van de
Voort
A request was received from BeArt-Presets (https://www.BeArtPresets.com/) to evaluate the product Lightroom presets for BeArtPresets.
Following on the latest review on the landscape presets from BeArtPresets I have received from the company another set of presets for
product photography.
At present I create more product photographs than landscapes (it is
autumn - wet and windy at present in New Zealand) so this was an ideal
time to work with these presets. Here with I give you my impressions of
working with the product presets from Beart.
If you follow the instructions on the website on how to install the presets
you should have no problems at all, smooth and easy.
There are quite a lot of presets, I was happy on how many presets there
are available. For instance; there are exposure presets ranging from +2
stops to -.2 stops in conveniently placed steps.
You can also visually adjust the effect of exposure settings from 200 ISO
to 6400 ISO by adding visually grain. However I am more impressed
with the grain effect settings from Alien Skin, but this grain is not bad
looking at 6400. So there is plenty of latitude to alter your (visual)
exposure levels.
You are able to adjust the shadows with a simple click, and as a bonus
you can do this locally with the BeArt brush adjustment too.
For me most of the fun actually came in the special effects presets,
where you can go from red vintage to black and white matte. There is
quite a range of different settings to work with your image, improve your
details for instance, contrast cross processing dramatic film, garden
settings there are quite a few miscellaneous ones that have at first sight
not much to do with product photography like fix blue attack! I would
have thought the blue would disappear, it actually increases the blues.
But after a little play with all these effects I get some really good results
to fine tune my product photographs. Especially when you can have a
little bit of free artistic interpretation on your product shot some of these
presets are fun to work with.
You will find that these presets are quick in assisting you in correcting
your exposure levels or your colour temperature, the preset name is
"white balance" but that may be the wrong name for me, you can set the
colour balance range from 3000 K to 6000 K in 12 steps, very handy if

you want the same colour balance over a range of product shots shot at
the same time. When I set the "white balance" I select an area that is
should be neutral in colour. Kelvin colour temperatures have nothing to
do with white balance.
The terminology of some of the presets still baffles me a little bit, for
instance when you select preset "Fix Dramatic Film 2" I get more a
"Bleach Monday Morning effect". Well that is my impression of the
effect.....you may find that each photographer will have their own visual
interpretation and translation of the named effects. But they are quite
close in description and I like the effects they produce.
There are many presets with the prefix of number two in it, sometimes I
do not know what it refers to as there are no other numbers to compare
it to. For instance there is a pre-sets called Fix Gold Tone 2 but there is
no number one or three. Perhaps the developer of these presets will
later introduce an update with the numbers one and three? After a bit of
work with these presets you can possibly rename some of the presets to
give yourself a better idea what you will achieve with that preset.
That's how I would work with these presets, go through them, most of
them are self-explanatory and do exactly what they say and the ones
that are a little bit more "adventurous so to say" you can alter their name
to suit your taste.
I followed the installation method number two, this way I could create a
folder for each of the type of preset, for instance I've got now presets for
ISO, white balance, exposure, instead of having one folder with all the
presets lumped together.
As these presets are only a one click thing for a global adjustment, you
may like to locally adjust the image with the local adjustment presets that
are included with this set. You can locally adjust the sharpness, the blue
colour or green tint, the noise, saturation or shadows, white background
et cetera, I have not mentioned all of them. Quite a few choices are
available to you what makes this total set of brushes and presets a very
good tool for commercial photographers or even those people that just
want to sell an item on eBay or their local trading post.
I find that using these presets is simple, quick and efficient after I have
used my basic raw adjustments first.
Summarising:

Cons:
installation was somehow a little problematic using method one, for
some reason I did something wrong I think-but by using method two I got
it right and everything installed the way I liked it.
The naming of some presets are open to different interpretations but that
is easily fixed by renaming them.
Some presets have a number added to the presets description which
does not make sense. Why give it a number two when there is no one or
three?
Pros:
Versatile, eliminates quickly and efficiently common mistakes in lighting
set up.
Extensive set of presets, it covers of wide range of possible corrections
to achieve a quick correctly balanced look/effect."
Links
vi s i t B e A r t s P r e s e t s s h o p
F o l l o wB e A r t P r e s e t s B l o g
BeArt Product Presets
My review about BeArt Lightroom Landscape presets (May 2017):
Presets supplied courtesy BeArt Preset.com
A request came in from Bearts.com (https://www.BeArt-Presets.com/)
to evaluate the Lightroom presets landscape section for BeArt.
I will not go into detail about downloading and installing these presets for
Lightroom because the instructions I did receive were very explicit and
accurate and so easy to follow.10 out of ten.
I am always fascinated and interested in the view of other photographers
how they preview presets, after all they designing a preset to work with
an unknown entity, my photograph, which they have never seen.
Upon installation the landscape preset folder of BeArt showed me all the
names of the presets. And they are names of places like London, Rio de
Janeiro, San Francisco, Venice, Singapore Istanbul, Queenstown et
cetera.
As I just came back from Holland and had photographed some Dutch
scenes I thought I apply the filter of Amsterdam for a “cool” looking
image, I associated the word Amsterdam with a certain coolness

meaning temperature wise, history, and kind of bland grey skies. Well I
got definitely a bland grey sky but the green grass turned into a very
saturated green grass. Not really what I expected to see.
I experimented with many other “city looks”. Somehow my
predetermined brain worked out that when I read the word Barcelona I
would get a nice warm hot image reflecting the vibrant mood of that city.
Well it did warm up a little but in a retro style. Surprise - I never expected
to see a black-and-white image when I selected the city Kyoto.
I associate the climate, vibes, culture, and aspects etc. with the name of
the city. For me that seems a logic association. And expect a preconceived or visualised colour scheme. How wrong I was in my
imagination, none of the cities responded in any which way even similar
to what I thought I was going to get.
All these presets with their location names have definitely very
interesting and arty preset effects. Way off the traditional hackneyed
approach. But in no way I can associate the given name with the preset
settings that were created.
To visualise the selected effect I just have to hover with my mouse over
the preset name so the preview window in Lightroom shows the effect.
Of course such a small preview is not sufficient to see in detail what is
going to happen. But it is a good start.
The advantage of these presets is that they give you a guiding line, if
you are changing the presets adjustments in the right direction, you can
slightly alter them to make it suit your purpose (if needed). And save
them as your own new preset.
Again, my gripe is with the naming and content of the presets, when I
want to work my image I want a name of the preset that roughly
indicates what I’m going to get. And if the presets are stackable that
would even be better. My first impressions with these landscape presets
are that they are kind of subtle and effective but literally all over the
place.
Grouping them in a certain way, like hot, evening, morning, cool, misty
or foggy, perspective haze, crystal clear, Sahara desert rippling warm
vibrations with names that reflect that kind of situation would be far more
beneficial for me.
If I keep these presets on my computer I will rename them, regroup them
and then it may be more workable.
At the moment the prefix name of each preset setting is: “BeArt -Travel
Hong Kong”, all listed under my BeArt landscape preset folder.
The words BeArt and travel can be replaced with more appropriate
visual indicators for a more precise workflow?
The presets are subtle, not over-the-top, they are all totally adjustable so
it may give you a perfect idea to start working with.

With the abundance of free presets available for download I find this
landscape preset set definitely needs to adjust a few settings as
described above. It – the landscape presets - is like seasoning in my
soup, but just not strong enough.
My images that I used for this evaluation were middle of the road,
needing definitely an adjustment but it took me a while of applying one
preset, saving and applying another preset to get the look I needed, it
was faster to work with normal camera raw adjustments.
Cons:
Naming structure.
Effects need to be “stronger”?
Effects need to be stackable.
Pros:
Easy install.
Not expensive.
Definitely different!
Visit https://www.beart-presets.com/ to see all their other presets, quite a
comprehensive collection
For your convenience I have included a few links to get where you want
to be:
V i s i t B e A r t - P r e se t s S h o p
Follow BeArt-Presets Blog
B e s t s e l l e r Co l l e c t i o n
Free Lightroom Presets
Free Photoshop Actions

